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Hash Table - Definition

A hash table is a data structure which puts together two sets,

binding them uniquely by using a hash function.

Those two sets are made by:

• unique keys;

• values;



Hash Table

KEYS VALUEShash()



Hash Table - Objective

Space

Speed



Direct access tables

Disadvantages of using direct access tables:

•Total amount of memory used:

𝑚𝑒𝑚_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑖 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑜𝑓(𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)

•Doesn’t take into account which is the actual number of used elements:

•worst case scenario: few elements with high key values;

•The type of the search key: 

•numeric type – must be an index of an array;

•the key must be unique;

•must be densely stacked and not sparse;



Hash Table

HT data structure is used for improving the search operation:

•Each value has a unique key associated with it;

•This key helps determining the value from the structure with 

almost constant complexity, O(1);

The connection between value and key uses:

•A dynamic or static array of keys and/or

•A list with values for collisions;



Characteristics

•The total number of keys must be previously known in order 

to correctly size a one dimensional array;

•If the array is undersized then many elements will be 

crowded into a small area, leading to the creation of clusters;

•If the array is oversized then memory will be wasted;

•Minimizes data search operations by using direct access;



Characteristics

•Is a data structure used for storing and fast searches;

•The index or the key at which an element can be found is 

given by the hash function;

•An efficient way of managing memory;

•Hash functions have different complexity levels influencing 

how items are spread across the entire structure;

hash(k) = k mod m



Characteristics

Advantages of using hash tables:

•Using alphanumeric keys for the search operation;

•The hash function makes the connection between the 

alphanumeric key and the index of the element;

•Uses the index computed by the hash function to directly 

access the elements of the structure;



Characteristics

Hash Tables disadvantage:

•Need extra processing for computing the hash function;

•The concept of collision which states that two different

values can have the same hashed key: Xh, Yh , where

Xh != Yh , have identical hash keys hash(Xh) = hash(Yh);

•Collision avoidance needs extra processing such as: 

chaining, re-hashing, linear probing, quadratic probing or 

overflow area.



Characteristics

•The hash key must be a deterministic function;

•It should evenly distribute keys across buckets;

•The size of the key set is smaller compared with the size of 

the elements that need to be mapped.



Hash Table

Key classification based on value type:

•Numeric keys: easy to process;

•Alphanumeric keys: array of characters or strings;

•Compound keys: based on multiple fields;



Hash Table



Hash Table

The loading factor of a hash table is defined as:

𝐺 =
𝑛

𝑚

n – the number of elements stored in the structure;

m – the total number of positions or hash values available;



Hash Table

•Based on the how data is loaded into a hash table we deduce:

•uniform hashing – any element is equally likely to hash into any of the hash 

table slots, independently of the other elements;

•poorly hashing – takes two or more different elements to the same bucket in the 

hash table, worst case scenario is the one when all the elements are hashed 

with the same value;



Hash Functions

The main objective of the hash function is to spread as good as 

possible, uniformly and randomly as possible, the elements of the hash 

table.



Hash Functions

•Processes the key of each record;

•Identifies data inside the hash table;

•There’s no general hash function;

•Choosing hash function is made based on the characteristics of the 

value set;



Mathematical models

Processing the ASCII codes of alphanumeric characters:

hashValue = keyString[0] % 255

hashValue: the hashed value of the key;

keyString[0]: the first character of the string that represents the 

searching key;



Hash Functions

hashValue : is a low complexity model used for managing a small 

number of elements;

The model generates lots of collisions because many strings could 

have the first element identical.



Hash Functions
Refining the model: using more than one character in the 

computation of the hash value (the first and the last):

hashValue=(keyString[0]+keyString[lengthkeyString] ) % n

hashValue: the hashed value of the key;

keyString: the searching key;

lengthkeyString: the number of characters of the string

n: hash table dimension



Hash Functions
In order not to reduce the size of the hash table to only 255 

elements, a high enough prime number can be used;

Processing the entire string reduces the number of collisions 

induced by the hash function;

𝑣𝑎𝑙ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ = (  

𝑖=1

𝑘𝑒𝑦𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ

𝐴𝑆𝐶𝐼𝐼 𝑘𝑒𝑦 𝑖 )% 𝑛



Hash Functions
Hash function for a string type key:

hash(S) = s[0]*31n-1+s[1]*31n-2+…+s[n-2]*31+s[n-1]

s[i] - ASCII code; n – the size of the string;

hash(”hello”)=

= 104*314+101*313+108*312+108*311+111*310 =

= 99162322.

The value of the hash function can be rescaled in 

order to identify the index of data that needs to be 

accessed;



Mathematical models
Modulo operation: low complexity and easiness in 

implementation with low complexity; searching key is 

mapped to a numerical value found in the set [0; n-1], n 

being the size of the hash table:

hashTable_index = keyValue % n

hashTable_index: the hash of the key;

keyValue: the value of the numeric key;

n: a prime number which is less or equal to the size of the hash 

table; generalValue: (4*i+3) with i = 0, 1, 2, 3, … 



Mathematical models
The multiplication with a random real number from [0;1)

and the processing of the decimal part; by multiplying the 

result with the size n of the hash table give us access to 

indexes between [0; n-1];

hashValue={n[(keyValue* random[0;1) ) mod 1]}

hashValue: the hashed value of the key;

keyValue: the value of the searching key;

random[0;1): a random number between [0;1)

n: the size of the hash table



Hash Table - Hash Functions

Collision avoidance

Separate 
chaining

Open 
addressing



Avoiding collisions

•Methods of managing elements in a hash table in which two different 

values generates two identical hashes:

•Separate chaining: using an array of linear lists;

•Open addressing: re-hashing , linear probing, quadratic probing, 

overflow area.



Collisions - Chaining

•Uses an array of buckets;

•Each slot has its own linked list of collisions;

•All the elements from a list have the same hash values;

•Searching an element mean to identify the correct bucket 

based on the hash value after which the list needs to be 

crossed;



Hash Table - Collisions
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Collisions – Re-Hashing

•Applying cascading hashing; the output of a hash 

becomes the input for the next one until the value 

obtained is a free position from the hash table;

•Each step of the searching process a new hash is 

computed on the value of the key until the searched 

value is found or until there is no possibility for 

computing another hash.



Hash Table - Collisions
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Collisions – Linear probing

•Sequential searches of the first free bucket in which the new 

element can be inserted, to the left or right of the position 

pointed by the hash value (collision place);

•Search in a hash table implemented with linear probing: all 

adjacent elements to the position referred by the hash value 

must be checked;

•Disadvantage: if the number of collisions is high than 

clusters can develop; the probability of having collisions not 

only for same values of hash but also for adjacent values;



Hash Table - Collisions
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Collisions – Quadratic probing

•Probing for free slots inside the hash table by using a step; In 

linear probing the step is +/- 1; 

•Reduces the probability of having collisions for the adjacent 

hash values and spreads the elements uniformly in the 

structure;

•Reduces the risk of clusters for repeated collisions



Collisions – Quadratic probing

Calculating the next free bucket from the hash table:

nextPosition = hash(X)+c*i2

nextPosition: the new position calculated based on the hash value 

of the key and a variable for avoiding cluster formations;

X: the searching key associated with the element;

hash(X): the hashed value of the searching key;

c: a constant value {1, 2, 4, …};

i: number of rehash operations or the number of checked positions;



Hash Table - Collisions
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Collisions – Overflow area

•Splits the hash table in two regions:

•Primary area used for storing the initial elements;

•Secondary area used for storing the collisions;

•When searching for an element a pointer is used for referring to 

the collision area locations;

•The access to the secondary area is made by using a pointer 

stored in the primary area;

•The search time operation is almost constant O(1), much better 

than other types of implementations;



Hash Table - Collisions
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Hash Table - Applications

•Database management systems (DBMS’s)

•sequential access vs. random access

•Tables that store symbols

•compilers

•Data dictionaries



Hash Table

The probability of a collision increasing directly with the loading factor 

of the hash table.

The hash functions that have a low degree of complexity are creating 

collisions more often than others with a high degree of complexity.
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